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Writer’s Guidelines for Submitted Articles for Pipeline & Gas Journal 
 
The editors of Pipeline & Gas Journal welcome submitted articles. In structuring your submission, please 
follow these guidelines. 
 
1. Context & Subject Matter 

� Articles must in some way relate to the pipeline business: natural gas, crude oil or products 
� Typically, articles will focus on construction projects, pipeline integrity (corrosion control, pigging, 

repair, rehab, remediation work), metering & measurement, LNG, coatings, compression, 
SCADA/Automation, storage (including tanks), management issues, marketing, plastic/steel pipe, 
Odorization, safety & security, etc.  

� Articles should be focused on the needs and challenges of the operating company (normally a 
pipeline/utility) and the specific solutions that were designed to handle the situation  

� If possible, we prefer to see an operating company and official named in the article (not req’d for 
Tech Notes) 

� Because of the international nature of our business and readership, we are interested in pipeline 
work anywhere in the world 

� Articles based on technical papers are acceptable provided that they can be adapted to our 
standards and have not been published in a competing publication 

� For ideas and feedback on specific article topics, refer to our Editorial Calendar or contact our 
editorial staff 

 
2. Style 

� Preferably, articles should be written in a case study/history format, generally beginning with the 
conclusion, then developed in a manner that illustrates how the solution was arrived at 

� Articles should be only moderately technical in style, appealing to a manager or engineer of a 
utility/pipeline company - for instance, we prefer that equations be left out or kept to a minimum, 
with a maximum of 3 or 4 charts/figures 

� Style should be appropriate for a wide-ranging audience that includes non-technical readers 
� Articles MUST remain commercial-free 

o Any submission that appears as a blatant advertisement for a particular product or service will 
be rejected 

o References to a specific product or service are permissible if mentioned only once or twice 
� The magazine does contain a popular Tech Notes section in which an article is permitted that 

offers a specific look at a new product or service that impacts the industry 
 
3. Size 

� Article size should be limited to 1,200 to 2,000 words, however this is flexible 
� In addition, we often look for one-page articles, consisting of approximately 750 words and an 

illustration 
 
4. Attribution 

� Please include a brief bio of the author(s), as well as a recent, good quality, color headshot 
 

5. Process 
� To initiate the process, send us a brief synopsis of the proposed article 
� We will respond as quickly as possible to advise if we are prepared to consider the article for 

publication and other feedback on your submission 
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� Please advise in advance if the article is time-sensitive and if there is a particular issue of the 
publication you prefer for publication of the article  

� If a submitted article requires significant editing, we prefer that it be returned to the author to 
undertake changes - such a request should not be taken as a rejection 

� Typically, we do NOT provide for author review and sign-off prior to publication, unless a) 
substantial changes were made; b) specifically requested in advance by the author. 

� Remember, our editors are trained to make your story better, not to rewrite it 
 
6. Deadlines 

� Finalized materials must be in our hands approximately 6 weeks prior to actual publication.  
� This means that for our September issue, we require materials by July 20 
� Please ensure that you plan for sufficient lead time to allow for editing and refinement 
 

7. Format 
� Material should be submitted in a Word document 
� Accompanying pictures, images, figures, etc. should be sent separately as .jpg or.tiff files 
� Images must be high-resolution, generally at least 300 dpi 
� Images should be portrait format (not landscape) 
� If you have a picture that you would like considered for our cover, it’s recommended that a 

professional photographer take the picture in order to ensure the highest quality possible 
 
8. Ownership 

� Once submitted, all materials become the property of Pipeline & Gas Journal 
 
9. Reprints 

� Once published, upon request, we will be delighted to send you several complimentary magazine 
copies 

� In addition to publishing the article in the print edition of the magazine, the article will also be 
posted in the digital edition of that magazine and on our website 

� Please understand that Pipeline & Gas Journal is also in the business of publishing reprints – if 
you wish to promote and distribute reprints of the article for marketing/sales purposes, we will be 
happy to provide you with a quotation 

� Use of reprints of the article for distribution for marketing/sales purposes without express advance 
approval from Pipeline & Gas Journal is prohibited 

 
 
 


